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Welcome to Issue 3 of Transmission. Transmission is your
quarterly update from Romax Technology Ltd reporting
on recent news, key software and service developments &
customer case studies.
In this issue, we’re delighted to share with you our advanced
capabilities from our recent software release R17, information
about the Romax Ecosystem and how Partnerships and
Alliances ensure users have the best in-class tools at their
disposal, and much more.
Some of you may know Romax Technology was founded in
1989 by Dr Peter Poon MBE, based on his vision to engineer
a better world through the power of computer simulation,
stemming from a deep-rooted passion for engineering,
and a desire to improve the future of rotating machinery.
As such, we have gone onto lead the world in developing
methods that consider system interactions within mechanical
transmissions, for more than 30 years.
Now we are proud to lead the world into electrification; we
have applied and extended our state-of-the-art engineering
approach to electric drive systems. In this ever-changing
world, we have ensured we remain at the forefront of modern
technologies, proving the answer to the increasing demand
for energy efficiency.
We invite you to join us on our journey, and hope we can
support you in achieving your technical and commercial
objectives.
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ROMAX

NEWS
ROMAX NEWS

As part of current initiatives towards lower emissions, Business Secretary Greg Clark and
Transport Minister John Hayes have announced £109 million government funding to go
towards 38 projects developing low carbon vehicles and new automotive technology.

A subset of these projects is supported by
the government’s Office for Low Emissions
Vehicles (OLEV), which has awarded
£16.7 million to seven projects looking
specifically at developing technology for
ultra-low and zero emission vehicles in
the UK. These various seven projects are
being led by (among others) Ford Motor
Company, Great British Sports Cars, and
Romax Technology.
The Office for Low Emission Vehicles
(OLEV) is a team comprised from the
Department for Transport, the Department
for Business Innovation & Skills and the
Department of Energy & Climate Change.

Innovative engineering approach from Romax is being
applied to the development of new electric drive systems at
Linamar. In the words of Kevin Ledford, Chief Engineer for
E-Axle Sytems at Linamar,
Linamar Corporation, founded in 1966 by Frank Hasenfratz,
is committed to investing in the latest available technologies.
From advanced automation and CNC machining equipment
used in the manufacturing process, to the testing equipment
and software managed by engineering teams, to the
innovative product solutions the company provides to
customers, Linamar is on the leading edge.
The foundations for Linamar’s technical advancements are
rooted in the expertise of McLaren Engineering. McLaren
Engineering has used RomaxDESIGNER since early 2007.
Linamar also know that customers are looking for more
from their vehicles than just good durability and low fuel
consumptions.

“RomaxDESIGNER is pivotal to development of new e-Axle
systems. McLaren Engineering has seen good correlations
of analytical predictions from Romax with test results in the
prototypes tested at McLaren Engineering”
Andy Poon, CEO of Romax said, “we are delighted that worldleading customers such as the Linamar Corporation continue
to use our number one flagship product RomaxDESIGNER
within their design and development process. The software
now also covers the electric and hybrid electric vehicle
markets, highlighting its increasing role in enabling our
customers to achieve faster and more accurate designs that
match their innovative and unique requirements.”

ROMAX NEWS

LINAMAR CORPORATION CHOOSES
ROMAXDESIGNER FOR THEIR
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF
DRIVELINE SYSTEMS

ROMAX TECHNOLOGY INCLUDED IN
+£109 MILLION
GOVERNMENT FUNDING
FOR LOW CARBON VEHICLE
PROJECTS

Their aim is to support emerging
technologies for ultra-low emission
vehicles (ULEV). They have provided over
£900 million to position the UK at the
global forefront of ULEV development,
manufacture and use. This will contribute
to economic growth and will help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and air
pollution on our roads.

Ultra-low emission vehicle technology
has developed significantly and the
government is committed to accelerating
the pace of change in this area and, as
such, contributes to the funding of a range
of innovative research and development
activities.
OLEV is focused on identifying and
supporting emerging technologies in this
area. These currently include:
•

Energy storage and management

•

Electric machines and power
electronics

•

Light-weighting of vehicles

•

Relevant industry disruptive
technologies

Transport Minister John Hayes comments;

' Electrification is the future of automotive
engineering, and the electrical machine
will be the new engine at the heart of the
powertrain. These new powertrains see many
new system integration challenges, as well as
a requirement to further improve electrical
machine performance. Romax has been
successful in securing Innovate UK funding
for the EDISON project (Electric Drivetrain
Integration through System Optimisation).
The project will develop, prototype and test
a novel electrical machine topology using
non-rare earth materials, reducing material
cost and enabling a stable supply chain, whilst
achieving competitive performance. The
project will also develop advanced combined
mechanical and electromagnetic analysis
tools, that will allow engineers to understand
electro-mechanical interactions in electrical
machine and powertrain design. Having the
tool chain to capture these interactions within
the design process will enable great cost and
time savings in the EV powertrain design
process.'

Dr Melanie Michon, Team Leader,
Electrification, R&D, Romax Technology

“I am absolutely committed to improving air quality and reducing
pollution in towns and cities, which is essential for people’s health
and the environment. This government is investing £109 million
to support British businesses in developing innovative, important
technologies which will greatly reduce our emissions footprint.”

Christopher West, Chief Engineer for Axle and Core Engineering
tells us that
“RomaxDESIGNER is chosen because it was the software
that satisfied our needs for upfront prediction of system
performance for geared systems; it provides a short
computation time plus a friendly user-interface.”
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ROMAX NEWS

Romax’s first Japan User Forum took
place on the 23rd May, at the Pan
Pacific Yokohama Bay Hotel Tokyu, in
Yokohama.
The theme for the conference was
Advanced Driveline Simulations,
Technology Integration and Process
Optimisation. Over 70 customers and
partners attended, and overall feedback
has been very positive.
The conference contained various
customer presentations, including
speakers from Fraunhofer, Comet
Solutions, Hyundai WIA, Magnomatics
and Kanzaki Manufacturing Co Ltd.
Topics were wide-ranging, from
magnetic gear technology, to process
integration and automation, to
correlation with the vibration response
of an EV reducer.

JAPAN USER
FORUM A
ROARING
SUCCESS

1ST

Chris Blockley, General Manager of
Japan, commented:

“We’re really proud to have held our first ever Japan user forum, in the same year
that we are celebrating the 10th anniversary of our office in Tokyo. These events
are a great way for our customers to come together and to hear from each other
about how they are applying Romax solutions through either our software or
services. We had a great range of papers from customers, and shared the latest
stories from our Romax experts and technical partners. We’re very excited to see
how the event grows next year!”
Our Japan forum was just the first of many Romax events happening around the world
this year. To find out more about our forums in other locations (Michigan, Paris, Beijing,
Hangzhou & Seoul) and to watch our video of the highlights from last year’s events,
please visit; www.romaxtech.com/media/events-webinars/

Alongside these customer papers were
presentations from Romax technical
experts, showcasing our latest software
developments including our awardwinning electro-mechanical drivetrain
design simulation, and speaking about
our experience in engineering services.
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Romax is very proud to announce that
its president and founder, Dr Peter
Poon, and its CEO, Andy Poon, have
been jointly awarded the 2017 EY
Entrepreneur of the Year International
Category Award for the Midlands
region.

Andy, sharing his father’s vision, was
instrumental in the development of
Romax’s flagship software product,
RomaxDESIGNER, helping to shape
it into the number one choice for
automotive manufacturers.

The tightly-fought category saw
stiff competition from many elite
entrepreneurs within the region.
Several rounds featured in the award
application process, including interviews
and roundtable discussions, with final
judging carried out by an independent
panel. The awards were presented at
a black tie event held in Birmingham
on 15th June 2017, where Romax were
delighted to meet many of the other
entrants.

With Dr Poon’s engineering expertise
and inspirational vision, and Andy’s
creativity and passion for technology
and innovation, the duo have ensured
that the company and its offerings
continue to adapt to fast-growing
markets, crafting technology to meet
demanding and unique requirements.
Always keeping in touch with industry
trends, they have forged excellent client
relationships, understanding that our
customers are the most important part
of our business.

Romax Technology was founded by
Dr Poon in 1989, based on his vision
to engineer a better world through
the power of computer simulation.
Stemming from a deep-rooted
passion for engineering, and a desire
to improve the future of rotating
machinery, the business began its
humble roots: an office of three people
in Newark, Nottinghamshire.

Today, Romax Technology employs over
230 people in 12 offices around the
globe, and continues to innovate at the
very forefront of the industry. With its
team of industry-leading minds working
in R&D, Romax are ensuring that Dr
Poon’s original philosophy and vision is
always the immediate goal, steered by
Andy’s commercial expertise.

ROMAX NEWS

DR PETER POON & ANDY POON
WIN - EY MIDLANDS
ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR
INTERNATIONAL CATEGORY

“We are absolutely thrilled to have
been granted this award, which we
see as glowing recognition of our
strategic direction and technical
creativity. We’re very proud of what
we do here at Romax, and we have a
lot more expansion and innovation
ahead of us. Our recipe for success
has always been to discover, nurture
and encourage the best talent from
around the world, and to combine
that with our own determination to
succeed and our vision for a better,
more sustainable future. We’d like
to thank all of our talented staff at
Romax for helping us achieve this
success and making our philosophy
the reality.”
Dr Peter Poon, MBE

The company saw rapid growth, with
offices springing up around the world
to support a global client base, and
deliver a continually growing range of
products and services.
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ROMAX NEWS

ROMAX NEWS

INDIA USER FORUM 2017
A TRIUMPH

"We are pleased with the overwhelming response

for our 2nd India User Forum conducted at Pune &

Chennai on 18th & 20th July 2017 respectively. This

year, the User Forum was focused on industry needs
and challenges related to transmissions, including
e-Drive, Bharat Stage VI, Industry 4.0 & Digital to

Manufacturing. We presented the RomaxDESIGNER

latest release capability, turnkey solutions in e-Drive

and customer success stories. This forum was attended
by most Indian as well as Global OEMs, gearbox

manufacturers and bearing suppliers, who appreciated,
in particular, Romax's e-Drive capability.”

Abhijeet Kalbhairav, Sr General Manager, Romax
Solutions Pvt Ltd

Special guest, Mr Avnish Malhotra, Head of British Trade Office,
Pune, attended our India Forum to award a number of our
automotive customers for the Best RomaxDESIGNER Software
Users category.

Romax Technology is very proud to announce the success of its
second India User Forum, which took place in Pune on the 18th July
and Chennai on the 20th July.
With a total of over 130 attendees from over 40 companies, both
forums saw packed agendas with fascinating keynote speakers,
a range of customer presentations and some informative Romax
presentations.
Aimed at engineering professionals across various industries
including automotive, industrial, off-road, bearing and marine,
the forums provide a fantastic space for our customers or other
interested parties to learn more about how we are leading the
industry in electro-mechanical drivetrain design, analysis and
optimisation, technology integration and process optimisation.
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Of course, with India’s Industry 4.0 objectives, this is a critical time
for such engagements. The events included both industry and
government members speaking about these new targets and
the impact that they will have on the future of transmission and
drivetrain technology.

If you missed the India forum, it’s not
too late to register for one of our other
events happening this year:

Rounded off with some networking over an award ceremony and
cocktail dinner, the event proved to be hugely popular, and initial
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive!

Beijing, CN, 16 October -

Transmission • Issue Three

Troy, US, 6-7 September Paris, EU, 26-27 September Hangzhou, CN, 18 October Seoul, KR, 20 October -
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ROMAX NEWS

R&D

WELCOME
TO THE NEW
INDIAN
OFFICE IN

PUNE

On the 6th July 2017, Romax Technology’s new office in Pune,
India was officially inaugurated by CIO Michael Charlton, of The
Department of International Trade.
As Romax’s customer base in India continues to thrive, the new
office, that also includes a Customer Experience centre, will
provide support and services in a number of key areas.
Our team in India can now provide service and respond to
customers in India with increased efficiency and effectiveness.

The office expansion came just before our second User Forum in
India. Connecting with our customers worldwide is our highest
priority so we can support them in developing new innovations
and processes for driveline applications. It is a great opportunity
for our customers and partners to share their experiences and
learn new things from their counterparts in different companies.
Our second India User Forum took place in Pune 18th July and
Chennai 20th July.

ROMAX TECHNOLOGY
LEAD ETI PROJECT &
ACHIEVE
PARASITIC
LOSS
REDUCTION

60%

Romax Technology led a consortium project with Castrol Ltd. and ANSYS Ltd., Supported by sub-contractors
Timken and CSA group. The aim of the project was to reduce parasitic losses in HDVs (Heavy Duty Vehicles)
by 50%. The project exceeded this objective, and test results on a specific articulated truck centre axle showed
a reduction in parasitic losses of 60%. The UK’s Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) funded the project, which
began in July 2012 and was completed earlier this year, with an investment of £2.1m.

“Moving to the new office, we have the opportunity to further
expand staffing and the capabilities in our software development,
eDrive Turnkey solutions and customer support departments. We
are committed to increasing our local engineering capability to
support the 2030: National Electric Mobility Mission as well as Global
requirements.”

Amid the national (and global) strategy to reduce emissions
and meet stringent CO2 targets, ETI’s own objectives are to
increase energy efficiency, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
contribute significantly to the UK’s energy and climate change
goals. Since HDVs contribute 8% of total CO2 emissions in the UK
(set to increase to 30% by 2020), and total parasitic losses from
HDVs typically constitute 10% of overall vehicle energy losses, this
particular project is an important part of that overall scheme.

Abhijeet Kalbhairav, Sr General Manager, Romax Solutions Pvt Ltd

The first stage of the project was to measure the efficiency of
the truck axle on the test rig, to form a baseline against which
efficiency improvements could be compared. The complete
HDV axle was simulated in Romax Technology’s flagship software
product, RomaxDESIGNER, and the simulation results correlated
well with the efficiency measurements seen on the test rig (testing
performed by CSA group).

ABHIJEET KALBHAIRAV
SR GENERAL MANAGER
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To improve the axle’s efficiency, various redesign options were
explored. The gears were optimised for efficiency, durability and
noise within RomaxDESIGNER. Fuel Efficient bearings were
designed and supplied by Timken, with lower friction losses. A
new dry sump lubrication system was designed, manufactured,
and installed in the axle, to improve its efficiency by reducing
losses from lubricant churning. ANSYS carried out CFD simulation
of lubricant flow, with results used to improve the design of the
lubrication system.
Transmission • Issue Three

Castrol Ltd. developed low-friction lubricants with improved
efficiency and wear resistance. As well as carrying out tests
to compare the system’s performance under different
lubricants, friction coefficients from test data were used in the
RomaxDESIGNER simulation. The lubricant properties (including
additives) could therefore be integrated into the design process,
to observe their impact on efficiency from a very early stage. This
new method was developed specifically for this project, and is
now available to users of RomaxDESIGNER as part of the latest
release, R17.
Applying a co-engineering approach by combining technologies
to provide greater overall benefit resulted in improvements in
component (and thus overall system) performance, as well as
lubricant management. The reduction of parasitic losses by 60%
was observed in axle efficiency testing. The excellent component
and system correlation achieved between simulation and both
small- and large-scale testing means that similar projects in the
future will require significantly less large-scale testing, reducing
costs and accelerating vehicle development programmes.
The technologies developed during this project are applicable
across the HDV sector. In addition to the test programme carried
out on an articulated truck axle, simulation studies were run for a
range of vehicles including tractors, buses, and HGVs.

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com
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ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEM MODELLING & DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE RELEASE

All too often, electric and mechanical components are
designed in isolation, which can lead to issues when they are
combined on a test rig. R17 address this issue with a brand
new, award-winning holistic approach for the integrated
design, analysis and optimisation of electro-mechanical
powertrains. This whole system modelling approach,
including an electric machine rotor load component and
a stator node set, leads to increased understanding of
the impact of interactions on the system performance,
right from the concept stage. Once the system has been
modelled, new methods have been developed to predict the
electro-mechanical NVH behaviour, so you can quickly and
confidently explore novel transmission designs.

INTRODUCING

R17

THE COMPLETE
SOFTWARE SOLUTION

MELANIE FITTON-HAYWARD
TECHNICAL AUTHOR

ELECTRIFICATION PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
Earlier this year, Romax released the latest edition of its software suite, R17.
Packed with brand new, ground-breaking simulation capabilities, this new release
continues to lead the market in electro-mechanical simulation, NVH analysis,
bearing contact analysis, gear technology, and process integration and automation
The R17 release of the Romax software suite is the most complete product
simulation software platform for end-to-end integrated whole-system design and
analysis of transmissions, drivetrains and electric powertrains.

PIONEERING TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED DRIVELINE ANALYSIS

Romax has always led the industry in the comprehensive
analysis of durability, efficiency and NVH, and R17 significantly
advances our simulation technology in these areas.
Assuring NVH performance early in the development cycle
avoids problems in the prototype and manufacturing
development phases. With this in mind, R17 introduces a
unique, validated, frequency-domain based solution for fast
planetary sideband simulation, enabling sensitivity analysis
and optimisation of noise and vibration performance.
Additionally, and in-line with our drive to facilitate process
improvements among our customers, there are new export
capabilities to streamline the prediction of radiated noise.
Housing vibration responses can now be directly transferred
from RomaxDESIGNER into acoustic radiation simulation
software (Ansol Coustyx, LMS Virtual.Lab Acoustics, MSC
Actran and others), bypassing the need for finite element
analysis packages.
Considering the challenging loads that today’s transmissions
face, capturing potential bearing issues early in the
development process is crucial. Building on more than 25
years of bearing industry experience, R17 delivers major
enhancements in bearing analysis for roller contact. Improved
analysis methods include an advanced roller contact model,
for rapid and accurate prediction of bearing roller contact
and edge stresses within a full system, and an improved roller
rib contact model, to simulate the effect of variable roller
rib contact height, for more accurate bearing results and
improved understanding of bearing performance.

RomaxDESIGNER’s core capabilities in gear design and
analysis are further enhanced in R17 to deliver measurable
efficiency savings. A brand new advanced finite element
numerical analysis tool allows assessment of gear bending
strength, accounting for rim distortion. Specifically designed
for thin rim gears or highly loaded gears, this detailed root
stress analysis is crucial for modern designs which demand
that gears are lightweight and flexible.
In order to ensure optimal efficiency, a critical challenge in
the modern market, effect of lubricants must be taken into
account during simulation. Intended to provide benefit to
lubricant suppliers and gear designers alike, an additional gear
efficiency calculation (using the industry standard FVA 345),
allows you to account for lubricant additives in simulation.
This means you can accurately compare performance of
lubricants early in the design process, during simulation rather
than testing, in order to achieve maximum efficiency, whilst
achieving time and cost savings.

Alongside these improved analytical methods, R17 includes
predictive, multi-fidelity, hydrodynamic simulation of journal
bearings and bushings, giving you the opportunity to optimise
geometry within the context of the whole system.
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PROCESS
INTEGRATION

SOFTWARE RELEASE

LINKING AUTOMATION CAPABILITIES TO DRIVE
COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
RomaxDESIGNER’s batch processing functionality is the gateway to process automation and optimisation, enabling external
control and integration of Romax software for streamlined, repeatable and automated multidisciplinary design space exploration
and analysis.
R17 adds the ability to edit and optimise gear macro geometry as part this automated process, enabling multiple layout variants
to be studied and compared, speeding up the initial concept selection development phase.
Additionally, R17 features reliable and accurate virtual testing using large duty cycles. This makes in-depth durability
investigations efficient and repeatable, giving you confidence in your designs for real world drive cycles, and delivering efficient
repeatable workflows for a streamlined process and improved product quality.

CUSTOMER
CASE STUDY

METER BEARINGS

Most of our users have already moved
onto R17, and feedback has been
overwhelmingly positive. Read our case
study overleaf, to find out about how one
of our customers is benefiting from the
new bearing analysis features.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Electro-mechanical system modelling &
analysis
Sideband analysis
Acoustic export

Roller edge stress

Rib contact analysis

Journal bearing modelling and simulation
Root stress analysis for flexible gears
FVA 345 efficiency analysis
Automated gear design

Batch running for large duty cycles
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Customer Case Study

Image © Meter S.p.A.

Meter S.p.A. use RomaxDESIGNER Enterprise for
Effective Innovation of Customized Bearings
Client
Meter Bearings
manufacture bearings
for applications
ranging from power
transmissions,
motors and hydraulic
pumps, wind
systems, industrial
machines, robotics
and automation.
Their solutions
are innovative,
personalized and
sustainable.

Challenge
Designing innovative
bearings, customized
for a particular client
requirement and
application.

Solution
RomaxDESIGNER
Enterprise, for
automated and
integrated bearing
analysis within
a whole system
simulation context.

Benefits
Delivering optimized
designs to customers
more quickly,
supported with high
quality reports that
instill confidence
and facilitate correct
decision-making.
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A global organization, Meter Bearings comprises offices and production centres in
China, Germany, and the US, with their headquarters in Italy. Their Italian office, Meter
S.p.A., is the centre of product development, and is involved in all aspects of their work:
sales, product development, production and logistics.
Meter Bearings take pride in their international presence, their ISO certified quality,
their personalized and flexible product line, and their expert people. For over 30
years, they have maintained a strong focus in designing and producing roller and ball
bearings that tolerate both heat and extreme stress, drawing from the experience and
creative talent of their team. Firm believers in the uniqueness of tailored products,
they create custom bearings free from the restrictions of catalogs. Their product line
includes: ball bearings, roller bearings, treatments and metalworking, and special
products (e.g. seal rings and sliding bushes).
Meter S.p.A. use several software tools within their
development process, including RomaxDESIGNER.
Xane Plascencia, Engineering Department at Meter
S.p.A., comments, “We use the latest software tools
to determine a bearing’s geometric characteristics,
required thermal treatment, and appropriate
lubricants for individual applications.”

“RomaxDESIGNER
Enterprise allows us
to meet the needs
of our customers
quickly, effectively, and
professionally.”
Xane Plascencia

Romax Technology as a Consultancy Partner
Romax have worked with Meter S.p.A. for several
years to ensure optimum bearing performance and
help prevent unwanted issues. Plascencia says, “We
chose Romax as our consultancy partner for several
reasons. Firstly, we needed a complete analysis
including static and life rating calculations, with
iterative calculations at each parameter variation.
Secondly, we knew that RomaxDESIGNER could
simulate the most realistic loading conditions,
including crucial shaft deflections and subsequent
load distribution at the rollers. Finally, it was
important that we could present our customer with
good quality reporting and graphics, and we knew
that Romax could provide that.
“When considering bearing applications, tribology
analysis is very important. The operative conditions
have a great impact on the bearing performance,
which RomaxDESIGNER is able to evaluate. In
this way, under certain conditions such as mixed
lubrication regime, RomaxDESIGNER helps us
to focus on the best solution according to that
particular application.”

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com

Engineering Department,
Meter S.p.A.

Completely Customized Bearings
Following successful completion of a Romax consultancy project, Meter S.p.A.
invested in RomaxDESIGNER, as Plascencia comments: “The consultancy service
showed us that the software was suitable for optimizing bearing internal geometry.
RomaxDESIGNER allows us to design completely customized bearings because: we
can consider the whole system, including shaft/housing deflections, misalignments
etc.; we can optimize the internal bearing geometry and analyze the effect of
varying particular parameters on the rating life and contact stress; and we can
create very good quality reports, which help us to either support or disregard
design options.
“Our customers are happy when they can rely on us to design customized bearings
for a particular application, optimize existing designs, and suggest effective
solutions. The most important thing for us is that we can trust the results that
RomaxDESIGNER gives us, which means we can confidently implement geometric
optimizations and design a product suitable for its application.”

RomaxDESIGNER Enterprise Edition
The Enterprise edition of RomaxDESIGNER offers extended functionality in
integration and automation, including batch running and customized reporting –
features used widely by Meter S.p.A.
Plascencia comments: “Romax helped us to create custom reports, which means
that we can quickly and easily output results from different models in consistent
templates, to supply our customers with the information they want to see. We
have also used batch running for several projects now.” Batch running allows the
running of RomaxDESIGNER to be automated either through the command line, or
through an external program (for example Isight, Optimus, Comet, modeFRONTIER,
or programs like Microsoft Excel). Plascencia continues: “Batch running makes
our response to clients faster as it replaces manual operations with automatic
running. This also reduces the probability of introducing errors. We’ve started to
implement this for all analyses where we require many runs, as it can considerably
reduce calculation time – offering us an incredibly important time saving in the
development phase of a new product. RomaxDESIGNER Enterprise allows us to
meet the needs of our customers quickly, effectively, and professionally.”

R17 and Future Plans with Romax
Meter S.p.A. have several projects planned in the near future which will use
Romax software. For example, developing a customized bearing for a heavy
duty application, determining the optimal preload conditions for a tapered roller
bearing under all its various loading conditions, and, as a general rule applicable
to all of their projects, to select the optimum bearing design according to the
theoretical calculation results provided by Romax software.
Plascencia concludes “One of the advantages to using RomaxDESIGNER is that
Romax are always developing new and useful features. The new roller edge stress
feature in R17 is a very important development for us, as we can now more
accurately account for the impact of stress and material yield on bearing life. These
improvements to the bearing analysis features all contribute to us being able to
provide our customers with the most accurate results possible.”

Double row taper roller bearing 3D loads
reported in RomaxDESIGNER
Image © Meter S.p.A.
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• Create truly
innovative,
customized
bearings
appropriate for a
given application
through accurate
optimization of
internal geometry
within a wholesystem simulation
• Save time
in product
development
using
RomaxDESIGNER’s
Enterprise
features
• Instill confidence
in customers
by providing
consistent,
customized
reports
“The new roller edge
stress feature in R17
is a very important
development for us,
as we can now more
accurately account
for the impact of
stress and material
yield on bearing life.
These improvements
to the bearing
analysis features
all contribute to
us being able
to provide our
customers with
the most accurate
results possible.”
Xane Plascencia
Meter S.p.A.

To find out more

marketing@romaxtech.com
www.romaxtech.com
www.meterbearings.it/en/

© Copyright Romax Technology Limited 2017. This document is for information only and is subject to change without notice.
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SOLUTION FOCUS

SOLUTION FOCUS

Once these processes are established, they should be repeatable
to allow iterative improvements for continuous design review.
Once implemented, this means getting much more value from
your software investment and your people (freeing up experts
to be defining methods and innovating). At the same time as
reducing design times and saving money, these processes will
also improve end product quality, since integration enables easy
automation and variability analysis, which in turn enables true
optimisation to be confidently performed.
Romax has helped customers to work towards implementing such
processes, by providing an open, flexible, neutral solution, backed
up by our proven gearbox and driveline expertise and experience.
It’s the reason we work so closely with so many partners, forging
excellent relationships so that you can benefit with better
integrated processes. Our software suite comprises tools suitable
for all stages of an integrated process (from pre-concept to
pre-production), and enables links to CAD, MBD, gold-standard
specialised industry tools, and automation/optimisation programs.
At Romax Technology we don’t just sell software; we offer support
along your journey to establishing these processes, provide
on-site implementation and integration, as well as training and
knowledge transfer.

SOLUTION FOCUS

PROCESS
INTEGRATION

In today’s world of challenging industry demands, transmission
designers are under continued pressure to deliver designs faster
than ever before, with improved quality and innovation and at a
reduced cost. Seemingly insurmountable hurdles may stand in the
way of achieving this goal: not enough expert engineers with not
enough time, weeks spent building simulation models in various
packages (potentially introducing data errors), not enough time
to fully explore the design space, too much detail required too
early, etc.. Most of these issues revolve not around the software
products themselves, but the way in which they can integrate into
design and development processes.
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All teams have processes, but if yours is causing any of the
headaches listed above, then changes need to be made. We
see very few truly optimal processes among our customers,
often with good reason, but there are always other areas where
improvements can be made.
Having the right tools available at the right time in a development
process is crucial to being able to explore the full design space,
to do the right level of analysis at the right time, and to ensure
end product quality. Tools used early on must allow you to quickly
investigate a wide variety of design options, varying parameters
and analysing the subsequent impact on efficiency, durability and
NVH.

Transmission • Issue Three

If you haven’t yet considered how implementing Romax software
into other areas of your development process could help you,
then get in touch with our experts today.

“The way RomaxDESIGNER integrates with
other software packages saves us time. Its
ability to provide interfaces and to share results
for interpretation by our engineers is another
reason we use it internationally.” Artur Grunwald,
Supervisor-Advanced Geared Systems Calculations,
GKN Driveline.
“Through a smaller development cycle we can
make products more robust at an earlier stage using Romax enables us to overcome limitations
we might face, as well as meeting Right First
TM
Time design requirements. Time and cost savings
with great results are the main reasons Hyundai
WIA uses Romax software.” Kisung Lee, Senior
Research Engineer,
Hyundai WIA.
Transmission • Issue Three

ISIGHT
COMPONENT

FEATURE FOCUS

SOLUTION FOCUS

Data exchange with CAD is also crucial at this stage, to allow
existing CAD data to be imported into the CAE model, and
to allow continuous export of design changes resulting from
simulation activities. If fundamental information can be obtained
about long lead items at this early stage, e.g. passing accurate
bearing loads to the FE department so they can make a start on
the housing design, that can also be hugely beneficial. Once a
design candidate is chosen, more detail can be added, to befit
the more sophisticated analyses methods available. When finetuning the design, integration should enable transfer of detailed
component data between your whole system CAE model and
specialised component design programs.

The RomaxDESIGNER Isight component enables
analysts to effortlessly integrate detailed driveline
models within an Isight process in order to take
advantage of its advanced automation, integration
and optimization capabilities.

WHAT IS
ISIGHT

?

Isight is a powerful tool for effectively and efficiently managing
simulation-based design processes. You can use Isight to
model multi-step simulation and engineering data analysis
processes and to automate the execution of these processes.
Isight can repeatedly execute the process under the control
of a process component (e.g., Monte Carlo component,
Optimization component) to explore a design space.

ISIGHT PROCESSES

The dedicated and easy to use RomaxDESIGNER component
enables Isight processes such as Design of Experiments and
Six-Sigma reliability and robustness studies to be integrated
into RomaxDESIGNER analyses, increasing confidence in your
designs for real world duty cycles.

INTEGRATE WITH
OTHER SOFTWARE

The RomaxDESIGNER Isight component allows integration
with many other third party software tools enabling automatic
mapping of input and output parameters, improving process
automation and decreasing development time. Common tools
which can be included within an Isight study include Excel,
MATLAB, CATIA, SOLIDWORKS, plus many others.

IMPROVE FILE ACCESSIBILITY

The automatic file handling within Isight allows input and
output files, such as PDF reports and RomaxDESIGNER
models to be saved for each design iteration. These files can
then be easily accessed in the results window with a single
click, facilitating a detailed comparison between designs.

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com
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WAVE ENERGY SCOTLAND ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 2 DECEMBER 2016

Wave Energy Transmission Module

ROMAX TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING SERVICES
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Romax has engineering teams in each of our office locations, supporting many
aspects of drivetrain development.
In all Romax’s dealings, but particularly in our engineering work when our clients
may be discussing commercially sensitive issues, confidentiality is of the utmost
importance. We carry out ITAR work from both our US and UK locations, and we
can also set up separated inter-office facilities for particularly sensitive projects on
request.
Our engineering teams are a mixture of analysts - experts in the use of Romax
software and other CAE tools, designers - we have an established process and
infrastructure for design projects, and specialist consultants – with many years of
experience in particular industries. We work closely with our software and R&D
teams, to ensure we can offer our customers access to our latest technology and
knowledge.

Contact: David Shield, Technical Specialist, Romax Technology (david.shield@romaxtech.com)

CHRIS HALSE
HEAD OF ENGINEERING
SERVICES

A WEC power take-off module,
comprising a speed increasing gearbox
driving a rotary generator, which...

WES Stage 1:

… is efficient

Loading was derived from hydrodynamic simulation of the
platform combined with wave occurrence data for a target
installation site. Methods and tools were developed to
process this input data to produce a full fatigue duty cycle
against which the mechanical system can be designed and a
speed-duration distribution for optimisation of the generator
design.

Geared transmissions are extremely efficient – a multi-MW wind
turbine with a similar gearbox layout would be expected to transmit
over 97% of the mechanical power produced at the rotor into the
generator. This efficiency remains high with full or part load operation
and at all scales.

Multiple iterations of hydrodynamic simulation were carried
out during the project to ensure that the characteristics of
the developing PTO concept were reflected in the simulation.

Romax have developed concept design tools to determine the
optimum generator configuration for any combination of wave
spectrum and WEC characteristics, taking into account the generator
efficiency map, in order to ensure maximum conversion efficiency from
mechanical to electrical energy.

Concept design and selection was carried out to develop the
PTO architecture, including sizing critical internal
connections and developing the WEC interface.

We are investigating alternative gearbox configurations to partially
decouple generator speed from input speed, potentially allowing
enhanced controllability of the damping profile and increasing the time
in which the generator operates at maximum efficiency.

WES Stage 2:

… is robust

Romax project work related to hybrid and electric car drivetrains exceeded the value of all our automotive work in the last year,
and we are seeing this trend continue as industry investment in this area increases and as there are new entrants in the market.
We have recently improved our concept design capability, generating methods to fully explore the design space jointly
considering motors and gearboxes to come up with the most cost-effective and torque-dense systems. Even though the
gearboxes for these units are relatively simple compared to multi-speed ICE gearboxes, the number of options of layouts and
parameters that you can optimise for the gearbox and motor combined quickly become unmanageable for manual iterations,
and thus the insight gained by rapid generation of many options (using software integrated with RomaxDESIGNER Enterprise
edition tools) is extremely valuable.
“E-NVH” projects are now an established offering for our project teams, having delivered projects for 11 customers. E-NVH is
our name for the consideration of the vibration due to the electric motor and the gearbox in the same model, which permits
comparison of the relative impact of these vibration sources and optimisation of parts of the drive unit. This important offering
has been developed and proven through our R&Ds work in the “ODIN” (optimised drivetrain by integration) project.
As well as analysis of specific issues, Romax engineering team deliver whole turnkey design prototyping and test projects; current
projects include hybrid transmissions and multiple pure electric drive units. By using RomaxDESIGNER in our design process
our aim is to “engineer out” problems and therefore minimise the risks of major design changes being needed late in the
development process.

AEROSPACE RENEWABLE ENERGY

Throughout Romax’s history we have had involvement in aspects
of aerospace gearboxes and drivetrains, but following the
announcement of our Rolls Royce partnership we have seen an
increased awareness of the value our technology can offer in the
aerospace market, and have been delivering an increased number
of projects. As in other industries, we offer projects from specific
analysis for failure investigation support, to full gearbox design
with drawings. Particularly of interest in aerospace has been our
thermal analysis – predicting the thermal distribution in gearboxes
and the impact on the gear and bearing durability, and our
advanced gearbox vibration simulation capability.
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Gearbox and generator will be contained in a single, robust housing
assembly which is assembled to the WEC as a complete unit. The PTO
is has no travel limitations or end stops – it could carry out continual
full rotations without damage, accommodating all extreme weather
conditions and permitting use in rotating mass and similar WEC types.

We have recently kicked off our WES Stage 2 project. This
will investigate the potential of a number of alternative
transmission configurations to achieve increased energy
capture and improved survivability relative to the baseline
layout demonstrated during Stage 1.

There is only one rotating seal in the system, between the input shaft
and the housing. This position can be sealed using existing technology
from the marine propulsion industry, and will be suitable for surface or
submerged operation. There are no sliding/piston seals.

These layouts, based on pre-existing IP from Limerick Wave
and Romax Technology, allow partial decoupling of the
generator rotation from the input rotation. This offers a
number of potential benefits, including mitigation of
extreme loads, enhanced controllability, in-PTO power
smoothing, and increased energy capture over a wider
speed range. The aim of the project will be to determine
whether these benefits may be achieved in practice, and
whether they are sufficient to justify any additional cost and
complexity required beyond the baseline configuration.

… uses mature technology from other
industries

ELECTRIC VEHICLE

Romax have a strong track record in the design of wind turbine
drivetrains, and are still active in this area, supporting customers
who are sourcing our licensed designs or offering bespoke design
services and support for testing and certification.
More recently we have been involved in wave energy
development (see box). As wave energy conversion devices
increase in size to seek commercial competitiveness, the hydraulic
machinery upon which the power take offs have relied become
difficult to scale, and so Romax are developing mechanical
solutions, and seeking the optimum electro-mechanical solutions
to drive down the cost of energy in this developing market.
Transmission • Issue Three

In completing our WES Stage 1 project we have carried out
concept design and simulation of a geared PTO solution
suitable for the full-scale SeaPower platform.

The fundamental technologies involved here are not new. What we are
doing in this development program is to select the best ‘ingredients’ from
mechanical drivetrains in a range of industries, and develop the
optimisation tools and design experience to apply them to wave energy.
There already exists a competitive global supply chain for this type of
drivetrain at all scales. Once final, full-scale prototypes are adequately
proven, it would be possible to very quickly move to full production
without delays or high start-up costs. In particular, Romax have excellent
links with wind turbine drivetrain manufacturers around the world which
could be utilised to help bring the PTO to production.

In addition to further development of simulation tools, a
scale test rig will be constructed to demonstrate the
behaviour of the transmission configurations of interest,
and allow the necessary instrumentation and control
strategies to be thoroughly developed and tested before
progressing further.
The project will conclude with tank testing of promising
solutions against the baseline configuration from Stage 1,
increasing our confidence in predictions of Annual Energy
Production (and thus Cost of Energy) made from simulation
during Stage 1.

…works across multiple WEC types and
scales

Other developments:

Development is being carried out using loading data for the SeaPower platform, which is among the larger
devices currently being proposed. It is expected to be around 100m long at full scale and capable of generating
tens of MNm of torque at the hinge. We have demonstrated that a PTO solution can be developed which will
provide sufficient damping to this platform to achieve competitive energy capture and which can be
manufactured by current facilities serving the wind energy industry. If it is feasible for a WEC at this scale, it is
feasible for any smaller WEC type – the benefits of geared transmissions apply across a very wide size range,
hence their adoption in other industries from wind energy and industrial down to automotive and even smaller
scales.

In parallel with the WES programme, Romax and Sea Power
are working together to design a gearbox to be fitted to the
quarter-scale SeaPower Platform recently deployed for
testing in Galway Bay. This will be based on the baseline
gearbox layout from the WES Stage 1 project, and will focus
on proving the gearbox, packaging, sealing and mounting
arrangements.

Our solution may readily be adapted to any WEC device which produces rotary motion around an axis. As well
as most known attenuator and surge converter arrangements, this could also include point absorbers or
submerged pressure differential devices if the linear motion is converted via cable drum or rack and pinion
system, and is also ideally suited to rotating mass devices where multiple revolutions in the same direction are
likely.

Romax Technology Ltd, based in Nottingham, UK, are
world leaders in simulation of mechanical and electromechanical drivetrains. They also have a strong track
record in delivering gearbox design solutions to
customers in a wide range of industries, including wind
and tidal energy.

www.romaxtech.com
Transmission • Issue Three

We are actively seeking opportunities to work with other
WEC developers to demonstrate the benefits of geared
transmissions across different device types and scales.

Sea Power Ltd, based in Enniscrone, Republic of Ireland, are
developers of the SeaPower platform – a large attenuator-type
WEC. Their principal engineers have been involved in the
industry for over 25 years, with previous roles in the MWP
Wave Energy Converter and Wavebob Ltd before beginning to
develop the SeaPower platform in 2008.

www.seapower.ie

Limerick Wave Ltd, based in Limerick, Republic of Ireland, are
the developers of a novel mechanical PTO mechanism which
provides mechanical rectification and power smoothing of an
irregular, reciprocating input such as typically produced by a
WEC.

limerickwave.emergemediaireland.com
Contact transmission@romaxtech.com
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Here at Romax Technology our dedicated partnerships and alliances
team are building an ecosystem to ensure users have the best in-class
tools at their disposal. We are working collaboratively with over 100
partners across different sectors from all around the world to develop
comprehensive and robust solutions that deliver tangible business
benefits.

Our goal is to find mutually beneficial ways of working with
world-class organisations to strengthen our offerings and enable
the easiest design and development process possible. Forging
these relationships is an instrumental part of our philosophy as we
constantly strive to offer unique solutions and capabilities to the
marketplace allowing us to remain at the forefront of the industry.
Our flexible, open working approach enables us to work with
partners to jointly enhance our solutions, so our users can quickly
and efficiently meet their needs.
Andy Poon, CEO, comments,

“Working within Romax's ecosystem puts the
cutting-edge technology of Romax's partner
solutions at your fingertips, giving you limitless
ways to bring incredible products to market.
These powerful solutions each offer unique
capabilities, yet integrate tightly to form a true
ecosystem, so you can build integrated, multifaceted workflows that are genuinely seamless.”
Our extensive ecosystem is empowering users to make vast
improvements in their design and development process whilst
reducing the time to market, stemming from our emphasis of
listening to customer concerns and requirements. It’s imperative
for our products to work with other software packages and
we want it to slot effortlessly into a user’s process. Partnering
with key industry players not only creates a stronger workflow,
it also allows us to spend more of our time focusing on the
challenges the industry is facing. The global reach of our strategic
partnerships and alliances program means we can work with
companies to share best practices and establish a presence in
every region.
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SOFTWARE
PARTNERS

FEATURE ARTICLE

FEATURE ARTICLE

THE
ROMAX
ECOSYSTEM

Our software partners encompass
solutions across electromagnetic FEA,
gears, bearings, multibody dynamics,
process integration and design
optimisation, CFD, structural FEA, vibroacoustics, and 3D CAD geometry.
SAM WADE
PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT
SPECIALIST

INDUSTRIAL
PARTNERS

We are determined to develop deep and long-lasting
partnerships so we can support each other throughout the whole
process, whether it’s joint technical development, implementation
or marketing activities. This shared workload is crucial when trying
to achieve a collective vision and is the reason we establish clear
objectives right from the start. As a partner, we like to be viewed
as open and flexible because collaborating means deploying
a win-win strategy. At the end of the day, we are all stronger if
we share our expertise and knowledge right from the start. Dan
Meyer, Comet Solutions, comments,

“Comet further extends the capabilities of
RomaxDESIGNER creating an integrated and
automated design and analysis environment.
This allows users to invoke a variety of software
tools for faster design evaluation. While we
are naturally excited by this partnership, the
true beneficiaries are the world’s gearbox and
drivetrain communities who will see sustained
improvements in, design integrity, and time to
market.”
To promote our partnerships among our customers, we engage
in joint marketing activities such as User Forums, case studies,
white papers and webinars. We have written case studies with
Adrian, TU Darmstadt, GKN Driveline, CETIM, NREL and Innovision
Engineering, for mutual benefit, and have co-presented successful
webinars with partners such as Motor Design Limited, Noesis and
Comet.

Include system integrators, government
agencies, and supply or tool chain
partners, as we aim to advance the
technological state of the art.

ACADEMIC
PARTNERS

Our academic programme aims to
collaborate with universities from all
around the world and has more than 50
partners forming three distinctive strands.

Our Global User Forums have proven to be a fantastic
opportunity for our partners to get amongst our community
and showcase their solutions as they take place across the
globe in Japan, India, North America, Europe, China and Korea.
Connecting with our customers worldwide is our highest priority
so we can support them in developing new innovations and
processes for driveline applications and is a great opportunity for
our customers and partners to share their experiences and learn
new things from their counterparts in different companies.
Transmission • Issue Three
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Romax’s contribution to
the development project
brought about the
following benefits:

Customer Case Study

Magnomatics

• Optimal final design
achieved through rapid
investigation of the
concept design space

®

The Dawn of Magnetic Gears: Collaborating on
MAGSPLIT® Magnetic Powertrain Technology

Client
Working across hybrid,
renewable, aerospace,
marine, and rail industries,
and formed out of the
University of Sheffield’s
internationally renowned
Electrical Machines and
Drives research group,
Magnomatics Limited
develops truly innovative
magnetic gear technology.

Challenge
To optimise a magnetic
power-split dedicated hybrid
transmission for use in the
Ford C-MAX Hybrid; to
investigate a wide variety of
possible design options very
quickly, using multi-fidelity
models and multiple drive
cycles for realistic, reliable
simulation.

Solution
The R&D team at Romax
Technology, using their
concept simulation tool
for fast assessment of
hybrid electric vehicle
design candidates across
several drive cycles (with no
additional time penalty).

Benefits
Achieve an optimal design,
quickly, which will match
simulation performance
in real-life: in this case,
resulting in a device that
takes modern hybrid vehicle
transmission systems to a
new level, with improved
fuel efficiency, compact
construction, and higher
reliability than existing eCVT
systems.
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Legislation over carbon emissions is becoming more stringent, with heavy fines for
manufacturers who do not meet the targets. Hybrid and electric vehicles are an increasingly
important solution, but their many design options require fast concept investigation, using
whole-system models that appropriately balance speed and fidelity. In order to design truly low
emission vehicles, it is crucial that the simulation uses drive cycles that are representative of
real-life driving, to avoid actual fuel consumption being higher than manufacturer’s figures.
The MAGSPLIT® project combined Magnomatics’ pioneering magnetic gear technology with
Romax Technology’s expert R&D team and their proprietary rapid concept design exploration
tool, which quickly analyses whole system models against multiple drive cycles, giving Right First
TimeTM design that matches simulation in real-life performance.
Magnomatics’ magnetic gear technology offers high performance for efficiency, durability
and noise, as the non-contact design creates very little resistance, does not wear, and does
not require lubrication or maintenance. Its natural properties include resistance to damage
(overloading simply results in the gear slipping until excess load is removed) and damping,
which also give it very low noise and vibration.

For the MAGSPLIT® project, Romax’s experienced R&D team used their proprietary tools to
perform a very rapid broad-based concept design study for sizing and ratios, and to investigate
design sensitivity to different drive cycles. This ensures that the design parameters are optimised
for fuel efficiency across the full range of driving conditions, not just optimised for one drive
cycle with the risk of sub-standard performance under real-world driving conditions. Romax
ran multiple simulations for various possible MAGSPLIT® designs, and compared the results to
establish the device’s fuel saving potential. Latimer comments: “Thanks to Romax, Magnomatics
have gained insight into the design optimisation of the MAGSPLIT® topology and its system
integration challenges, resulting in a reduced development time and cost.”
Within one week, 2000 variants, each with their own control strategy, had been created and
analysed. The sensitivity studies allowed the design which was least sensitive to differences in
drive cycles to be selected. Romax simulations estimated a 3.3% reduction in fuel consumption
for the MAGSPLIT® hybrid system over the current planetary system in the Ford C-MAX Hybrid.
Further investigations were then carried out to assess the fuel saving potential in a range of
vehicles, and to investigate the feasibility of alternative control strategies. Latimer concludes:
“The work on the MAGSPLIT® project has demonstrated Romax’s ability to model and analyse
a complex hybrid vehicle powertrain at a concept design level. It has also equipped us with
powerful proof that the MAGSPLIT® hybrid system is more efficient than other options currently
available. We believe that MAGSPLIT® has the potential to be a market leading DHT (Dedicated
Hybrid Transmission).”

Magnomatics’ Gear Technology Meets Romax’s Rapid Concept Design Tool

The tool used by Romax Technology’s R&D team allows rapid
design exploration across the spectrum from
pure electric to pure conventional, using an
iterative design-analyse-redesign loop with
component efficiency models integrated into the
full drivetrain simulation, to optimise the control
strategy for the best overall system efficiency.
It allows multiple drive cycles to be used to
inform engineering decisions, with no time
penalty, due to its statistical (rather than
time-domain) approach, allowing it to
run at least 10 times faster than time
domain simulations. It uses multifidelity models to ensure fast running
times with sufficient detail to pinpoint
the best concept designs based on
targets including cost, efficiency and
performance, but not so detailed as to
compromise the speed.

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com

• Confidence in real-life
performance of final
design across various
operating conditions
achieved through
analysis for multiple
drive cycles
The final design used for
MAGSPLIT® has multiple
benefits over existing
eCVTs:
• More efficient – no
contact/friction/wear
means there is a 3-5%
fuel saving over a
conventional eCVT, and
a 35-40% saving over
comparable conventional
vehicles

Magnomatics have developed two products based on magnetic gears: Pseudo-Direct Drive
(PDD) – a very efficient high torque low speed motor/generator; and MAGSPLIT® – a very
simple, highly efficient power-split dedicated hybrid transmission combining a contactless,
lubricant-free magnetic gear with an electric machine.

For the development of the MAGSPLIT® device, Magnomatics led
a project co-funded by Innovate UK, and supported by partners
Romax Technology, Ford Motor Company, and Arnold Magnetic
Technologies. Romax’s task was to create a model of the existing
Ford planetary power split hybrid, and optimise the design.
David Latimer, CEO at Magnomatics, comments: “We needed
a simulation partner to carry out rapid design studies using
multiple drive cycles – Romax were the obvious choice, as they
have the perfect simulation tools for this type of work.”

• Time savings in
the development
process using multifidelity models for an
appropriate balance
between speed and
accuracy

• More compact (a
200Nm MAGSPLIT®
device is just 110mm
deep and 340mm in
diameter)

Future Collaborations
A follow-on project from MAGSPLIT, named IMPACT (Integrated Magnetic Powersplit Advanced
Control and Testing), brings Romax and Magnomatics together with consortium partners
Changan Automotive UK, CMCL Innovations and the University of Sheffield, and is funded
by Innovate UK. The aims are to develop and evaluate Magnomatics’ MAGSPLIT® for future
Changan vehicles, including developing, simulating, building and testing a MAGSPLIT® drivetrain
demonstrator with engine, transmission, electric machine, power electronics and battery. The
project will include the complete electromechanical powertrain design process and system
integration, as well as a dynamic analysis of the whole system to capture electromechanical
system interactions, and correlation of the full simulation model with test results for efficiency
and dynamic behaviour. This will result in the delivery of a tested MAGSPLIT® transmission
prototype ready for vehicle installation.

• Improved crash
performance (the
reduction in size means
the crash rails can be
moved closer together
under the vehicle)
• Unparalleled
reliability
• Scalability
• Reduced system
complexity
• Lower overall system
cost

To find out more:

marketing@romaxtech.com
www.romaxtech.com
http://www.magnomatics.com/

Magnomatics’ proprietary mCVT - MAGSPLIT® technology
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Customer Case Study

• Shorten overall
development time

2. CONCEPT (Romax Technology)
At the next stage in the process, innoVision use CONCEPT to generate initial 3D
design models and perform basic analysis for early performance prediction. Otten
adds: “With CONCEPT, we can obtain speed and torque charts, design the gear
macro geometry and optimize the ratios, size the brakes and clutches, and then
predict the efficiency, vibration and cost.

innoVision Engineering use CONCEPT and RomaxDESIGNER to Achieve
Right First TimeTM Designs and Reduce Development Time and Costs
Client
Germany-based
consultants
providing
solutions across
drivetrain product
and software
development.

Challenge
Optimizing
designs to userspecified targets
whilst shortening
development
times and
streamlining
processes.

Solution
A three part
development
process,
comprising
Optimizer
(innoVision
Engineering’s
own tool),
CONCEPT for
initial design stage
investigation, and
RomaxDESIGNER
for detailed
optimization.

Benefits
Reduced costs
(leading to savings
or opportunities
to reinvest),
increased
productivity,
and high levels
of customer
satisfaction.
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Providing innovative solutions in drivetrain product development and software
development, innoVision Engineering seek to create new drivelines and to use the
best software tools for the purpose. innoVision support the complete process of
transmission development from concept to detailed phases, including management,
re-engineering, specification, parts procurement and physical build.
innoVision is made up of highly skilled and experienced people who provide their
customers with detailed data to make their decision-making as simple and informed
as possible. Delivering the information required for management decisions at the
end of each development phase, innoVision ensure that their products are optimized
according to project expectations from the earliest stages, whilst also identifying and
implementing cost-saving methods throughout the production process.
Always seeking the right software packages for their needs, innoVision use a
combination of their own in-house tools and commercially available products, such
as CONCEPT and RomaxDESIGNER. Uli Otten, Engineering Specialist and Product
Development Manager at innoVision comments, “Our workflow includes CONCEPT for
initial 3D design and performance prediction, and then moves into RomaxDESIGNER
for detailed design and optimization.”
Product Development: An Efficient Process
A typical project starts with the concept selection phase, based on a customer’s
product specification and evaluation criteria. Otten explains: “We define targets for
durability, efficiency, weight, cost, packaging, size etc., and then rate or weight the
criteria accordingly.” Three software tools are used during the concept selection phase
(see Figure 1).

“Using CONCEPT is perfect for testing multiple gearbox, transmission and
driveline designs at an early stage of the development because you get a
prediction of efficiency and even cost data right from the start – it’s hugely
beneficial to get an idea of costs at such an early stage of development.
CONCEPT enables us to make informed engineering decisions over which one
design is the best for a particular project.”
Once the eight solutions had been identified by Optimizer as potential solutions,
they were modelled in CONCEPT. Version four was selected from the eight
possible candidates, and that design was taken into RomaxDESIGNER for
optimization.

3. RomaxDESIGNER (Romax Technology)
The final part of this process is detailed design, analysis and optimization.
innoVision use RomaxDESIGNER to perform calculations with imported duty
cycles, for detailed shaft analysis, final bearing selection and raceway profile
correction, and determination of gear micro geometry.
In this project, the final selected candidate was transferred from CONCEPT
to RomaxDESIGNER to optimize the gear design, initially using user-defined
modifications, and then using RomaxDESIGNER’s automated optimization tool.
Figure 2 shows the various stages of this process. The left image is the result
when no tooth corrections are applied, resulting in a poor contact pattern. The
middle image is the result of user-defined micro geometry being applied to the
gear, which shows an improved contact pattern. The right image shows how the
contact pattern can be improved further by using the automated micro-geometry
optimization tool. Otten comments: “The comparison between user-defined
micro gear design versus the RomaxDESIGNER automated optimization tool are
astounding.”

1. Optimizer (innoVision’s proprietary tool)
The first stage of the process is innoVision’s own
tool, Optimizer, which is used to generate stick
diagrams from evaluation criteria. Otten explains
“The Optimizer tool guarantees that potential
concepts are not missed at such a crucial stage in
the design.”
In one particular example, Optimizer identified
126 possible design options. These were grouped
into four categories based on transmission
arrangement, labelled type A to D. Each category
was scored and Type C was selected for further
development, based on the evaluation criteria
of initial concept cost, efficiency, development
effort/risk and the ratio step behaviour. Type
C included eight possible variants, which then
needed to be taken to the next stage.

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com

126
1 - Optimizer
8
2 - CONCEPT
1

3 - Romax
DESIGNER

No tooth corrections
applied

Sun gear modification
(user defined)

Sun gear modification defined
automatically by the Romax Micro
Geometry Optimization Tool

• Optimize designs to
user-specified targets
• Increase productivity
with streamlined,
repeatable processes

Improving Productivity
and Minimising Costs
Otten concludes:
“Computer aided
selection through the
use of CONCEPT and
RomaxDESIGNER
is overwhelmingly
beneficial. CONCEPT
investigates cost and
weight estimates right
from the start and helps
us to determine the
final solution. It’s also
really easy to use and
nice to work with, which
is a huge advantage.
RomaxDESIGNER
shortens our overall
development time,
reduces costs within
our research and
development budget,
leads to optimized
designs through
selection of shafts,
gears and bearings, with
pleasing performance in
NVH, load patterns and
durability, and makes
future developments
easier, thus improving
productivity.
RomaxDESIGNER will
continue to be a key
element in our process.”

Figure 2: Optimizing gear micro geometry in RomaxDESIGNER

To find out more

marketing@romaxtech.com
www.romaxtech.com
www.innovision-engineering.com

Figure 1: innoVision’s three stage
development process sees design options
reduced from 126 to 1
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• Save money -> reduce
cost or reinvest
elsewhere (e.g. R&D)
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ROMAX TRAINING
MAXIMISE YOUR CAPABILITIES
WITH US

COUNTRY FOCUS

Apart from serving the purpose
of getting users up to speed with
the software, the training course
also provides a great platform for
networking with other trainees. Always
seeking improvements, Romax has
plans to expand training to provide
shorter advanced courses tailored for
industry technical specialists. Breakfast,
lunch, and refreshments are provided
throughout the course.

Our Standard Training
courses are organized in the
Romax – Troy, Michigan office
in a dedicated training class
room. The training introduces
the Romax Software Suite:

COUNTRY FOCUS

Here at Romax we offer Standard
Training courses for our Romax
Software Suite throughout the calendar
year. The course is structured to be an
applied learning experience to make
the best out of this 4-day training.
Courses are led by a Romax expert
user in a small group environment
limited to eight seats, and the agenda
takes attendees from the basics of
understanding the user interface and
building simple models, to importing
finite element components and
conducting advanced drivetrain system
analysis.

To meet the needs of our customers we
also offer tailored courses which can be
completed in a shortened duration.
A state-of-the art computer
infrastructure upgrade has been
recently performed by equipping the
room with 8 computers complete with
solid state drives, quad core CPUs,
and significant RAM to easily compute
modern finite element and dynamics
intensive modelling tasks. Dual LCD
displays for each workstation aid in
working on the training material and
modelling simultaneously. The training
computers are equipped with the
newest version of the Romax Software
Suite to ensure trainees learn the most
advanced capabilities. Candidates
are provided with USB flash drives
that contain all the training content,
allowing them to practice and recall
the techniques learned during the
training sessions. To make the training a
comfortable experience, a Guest Wi-Fi
access is also provided for the trainees
for their convenience.

The following general topics are
covered in the Standard Training
course. Core modelling techniques in
RomaxDESIGNER, building concept
and detailed gears, rating the gears,
adding macro and micro geometry,
performing macro and micro geometry
optimizations, building planetary
assemblies, design and rating of bevel
gears, FE housings, advanced bearing
analyses and flexible bearings, NVH
– advanced whine analysis, acoustic
export, electrical machine build and
analysis, and planetary sideband
analysis.
There are special standalone topics like
Design of Experiments, Shafts Fatigue
Analysis, Efficiency Analysis, Accelerated
Duty Cycle, Batch Running, and more
which are covered towards the end of
the training. Modelling in CONCEPT
and the CAD FUSION and Dynamic
FUSION interfaces are also taught and
applied in practical ways.

TRAVIS HISTED
ENGINEERING ANALYST
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Standard Training courses are currently
offered every other month.

Remaining courses for 2017 are
scheduled for:

22nd-25th
AUGUST
14th-17th
NOVEMBER

Please visit the following web links to
see our current training offerings and to
request registration information;
www.romaxtech.com/media/eventswebinars/

To learn more about the Romax
Software Suite, please visit;
www.romaxtech.com/software/

RAJA RANGARAJAN
ENGINEERING ANALYST
Contact transmission@romaxtech.com
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GLOBAL FORUMS

BROCHURES
CASE STUDIES
MORE

&

The Romax User Forum brings together
engineers, designers, analysts, engineering
managers and senior leaders alongside Romax
technical experts and product managers to
discuss the latest trends in transmission and
drivetrain simulation technology, discover
our new software product releases, learn new
capabilities and network with peers. If your
involved in gears, drivetrains and bearings from
within the automotive, EV, off-road, agriculture,
heavy industry, bearings, marine and wind
energy sectors, then the Romax User Forums
are the perfect place to discuss any technical
challenges and find out how our Romax experts
can support you. For more information about
the Romax User Forums and to register visit:
www.romaxtech.com/media/events-webinars/

ROMAXS SOLUTIONS: BEARING BROCHURE
An overview of Romax software, services and research
in the bearings market sector. Romax software’s fast and
accurate modelling and analysis procedures ensure a detailed
understanding of system bearings. This brochure outlines
how you can investigate bearing design iterations as part of
the whole driveline simulation to optimise bearing designs
based on overall transmission targets.

26th-27th

18th

PARIS

JULY

INDIA USER FORUM
PUNE

20th INDIA
USER FORUM
CHENNAI
JULY

6th-7th

SEPTEMBER

NORTH AMERICA USER FORUM
TROY
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ROMAX SOLUTIONS: ELECTRIFICATION BROCHURE
An overview of Romax software, services and research in
the electrification market sector. Our industry experts and
software offer a complete solution for electromechanical
drivelines; leading to a better understanding of systems,
and resulting in holistically and efficiently optimised future
products. This brochure outlines how you can move into the
electric market confidently, quickly and easily.

23rd JAPAN
USER FORUM
YOKOHAMA
MAY

Contact transmission@romaxtech.com

Visit www.romaxtech.com/downloads
to browse and download our library of
customer case studies, corporate literature,
white papers, technical papers and more.
Popular brochures include:

SOLVING BEARING PROBLEMS
Bearing selection needs to be conducted quickly, reliably and
accurately at the concept level design stage to reduce the risk
of failures. Bearing failures that occur during the development
phase, extend the overall transmission process and delay
start of production. This data sheet outlines our bearings
software solutions and consultancy services; including how to
predict bearing life and durability, assessing bearing selection
to reduce cost and improve performance, and forensic
investigations of bearing failures.

SEPTEMBER
EUROPEAN USER FORUM

16thCHINA USER FORUM
OCTOBER

SOLVING GEARBOX FAILURES
As a leading independent designer of gearboxes and
drivetrains, Romax has an unparalleled understanding of
solving gearbox failures. This data sheet outlines how we
can support you with a Right First Time™ solution with
consultancy services, methods and tools for all parts of the
product life cycle, including field investigation and warranty
issues.

BEIJING

18thCHINA USER FORUM
OCTOBER HANGZHOU

20th KOREA USER FORUM
OCTOBER

SEOUL
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Solutions for gearbox,
transmission and
driveline designs...

Romax Technology’s simulation software and services support automotive and off-road
OEMs to optimise final design performance within transmission and driveline engineering.
We help you to work smarter and faster at reduced cost, and be more competitive.
+44 (0)115 870 0555
marketing@romaxtech.com
www.romaxtech.com
Solutions to drive business and sustainability
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